ii8
 SUGARS AND PRODUCTS CONTAINING THEM
accompanying the saccharose requires boiling for more than two minutes
for its determination with Fehling's solution. In such cases the boiling
should be prolonged for the maximum time required, since protraction of
the boiling does not alter the results appreciably, whilst with insufficient
boiling the reduction is incomplete.
4. Determination of Saccharose and Raffinose together.—The
above methods are not available in this case, since raffinose undergoes
inversion and is non-reducing. The polarisations before (P) and after
inversion (P^ are determined ; if a: and a2 are the respective rotations due
to unit weight of the two sugars in 100 c.c., and a3 and a4 the corresponding
rotations after inversion, then, since i gram of raffinose furnishes under the
conditions of inversion already indicated 1-036 gram of inversion products,
it follows that :
<IX)	(1-053 ct3 x + 1-036 a, y = Plf
By introduction of the values of c^ and a2 (for anhydrous raffinose) and
<xs for the Ventzke scale (see Table XVI)  and placing 1-036 a4 = 0-512402
(see p. 115), these equations become :
Mohr c.c.
7'" y   = P
3-643^ =<pi
i- 1-254;
These give :
0-5124 p—p!
True c.c.
3-846 x + 7-123 y — P
-1-256 x + 3-650 y *=*Pi
% =
x =
3-221
0-5124 P — pl
3-227
P —<
7-11
 22-9
 _ jp— 3-846*
7-123
 3-846 pi
23
If the solutions used contain the normal weight of the substance in roo
c.c., the percentages of saccharose (X) and raffinose (Y) in the substance
are obtained by dividing % andjy by 0-26048 or 0*26, so that:
Y ^ 0-5124 P—pi.   Y = ^~~X
0-839        '	1-852'
which are valid for either Mohr or true c.c.    Introduction of the value of
x into the second of these equations gives:
Mohr c.c	True c.c>
y ^1-256 P+ 3-846 P,
-.      -.   -—£•»    -
5*965
5. Determination of two Reducing Sugars together.—If the mix-
ture to be examined contains no substance other than the two sugars and
if the rotations of these are not nearly equal, it is sufficient to detertnte
the polarisation and to apply the two equations* (I) and the formula (II)
already given for the case of mixtures of saccharose with another $uga$v
at and a» now indicating the rotations due to unit weights of the two
in xoo ac. and x and y their respective quantities.
II however, the substance contains also non-saccharine gutetance*, it
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